The role of potential mediators in racial inequalities in tooth loss: the Pró-Saúde study.
To assess the relation between race and tooth loss, as well as the influence of socioeconomic factors, health behaviours, routine dental care and self-reported discrimination on this association. This is a cross-sectional study with data collected from the baseline of the Pró-Saúde Study (Rio de Janeiro/Brazil), among 3253 civil servants in 1999-2001. Race was measured as self-reported skin colour (Black/Brown/White). The outcome was self-reported tooth loss, measured in four ordered categories (none/one or few/many/all or almost all). Three mediating pathways were explored between race and tooth loss. The first included self-reported discrimination assessed with a five-item scale. The second pathway included behavioural factors: routine dental care, marital status, smoking and alcohol consumption. The third considered socioeconomic factors: income, education, maternal education and early life poverty. Confounding factors were age and sex. Statistical analyses were carried out with ordinal logistic regression. Absence of all or almost all teeth was reported by 8% of respondents. White individuals comprised 53% of the population, followed by Browns (26%) and Blacks (22%). After adjustment, Blacks had an odds ratio of being in a higher category of missing teeth equal to 1.39 (95% CI 1.12-1.72), and Browns, 1.33 (95% CI 1.10-1.60), when compared to Whites. Age, sex and socioeconomic variables explained most of racial inequalities in tooth loss, while behavioural and discrimination variables contributed very little. Behavioural and socioeconomic variables were associated with tooth loss, while discrimination was not. No statistically significant interactions were found. There is an association between race and tooth loss that is mainly explained by current and early life socioeconomic variables, but not by behavioural factors and self-reported discrimination.